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Abstract

The vortex collapse-reconnection process presents behaviors commonly observed in turbulent ows: multiple spatial and temporal scales, rapid vorticity and strain-rate amplication
and dissipation through generation of small scales. In this work we reduce the computational
complexity of our problem by using hierarchical methods (tree codes), introducing a time extrapolation framework for each particle, and applying a lament \surgery" algorithm, based
on the energy density, as a regularization for vortex collapse. The high performance parallel
implementation of Barnes-Hut algorithm permit us to increase by one order of magnitude the
resolution of the vortex collapse simulations. The use of the time extrapolation for slow moving
particles helps in concentrating the computational e ort in the important dynamic domains.
The vortex lament surgery regularizes e ectively the growth of the number of particles in the
collapse regions of the ow. The reduction in complexity achieved will contribute to optimize
the use of the numerical simulations in the reduced model building process.

1 Introduction
The study of small scales formation in high Reynolds number ows is of fundamental importance
because of the relationship this process has with important areas of engineering applications, including drag reduction and mixing 17]. The study of these types of ows tends to require substantial
amount of computational resources. In multi- lament models, the O(n2 ) nature of the computational expense of the Biot-Savart direct method (where n is the number of grid points) severely
limits the resolution of the simulations 10]. The objective of our work is to adapt a high performance O(n log n) parallel implementation of N-Body algorithms 6, 16] to the vortex dynamics
problem and extend it by including a lament surgery algorithm based on the energy density 11].
We also exploit the multiple time scales in the ow to concentrate the computational eort in
regions with higher dynamic activity. We emphasize the use of the fast summation techniques for
the computation of diagnostics.
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2 A tree code for vortex dynamics
The version of the vortex method we use was developed by Knio and Ghoniem 13]. The vorticity of a vortex tube is represented by a bundle of vortex laments i ( t ), each of them with
circulation ;j

!(x t ) =

XN ;j Z
f

j =1

C

d(j  t) f (jx ; (j  t )j) :

(1)

The total number of laments forming the vortex tube is Nf and j is the initial arc length along
each lament. The core function f is given by the third-order Gaussian
(2)
f () = 43 (3 t ) exp( ;3 =3 ( t ) ) 
where  is the core \radius".
The ordering of the grid points in the laments is only important when computing the dierentials
d  j = 21 (j+1 ; j ;1) :
(3)
This is a characteristic of the lament approach in 3D vortex methods. In contrast with the \vortex
arrow" algorithm 15, 22], updating the \strength" of the vortex elements in the lament method
does not require the evaluation of the velocity gradient, which involves the computation of an
additional integral over all of the particles. Also, laments with form of closed curves, satisfy the
divergence free condition of the vorticity eld. This is not always the case at all times in the vortex
arrow approach.
After computing the dierentials the order of the summation is unimportant. Therefore the
vorticity distribution may be discretized by

! (x t ) =

XN p f(jx ; p(t )j) :
p



p=1

where

p = ;p p :
With this vorticity distribution the stream function becomes

N
X
(x) = p (jx ; pj) 
p

p=1

and the velocity eld is
where

XN p  r(jx ; pj) 
p
Z
 ds Z s
() = ;
f (t) t dt + (0) :
u(x)

=;

p

=1

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

2
0 s
0
We use the dimensionless time t = t =ts = t ;C = ( 4a2 )  where ;C and a are de ned in 19.
2
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A fast evaluation of the stream function  and the velocity eld u can be obtained by using
the Taylor's expansion of the function . Using the notation by Band 3] and Schwartz 23] for the
powers (( ; 0 )  r)n , we obtain the multi-pole expansion of the stream function

(x)

=

X

mj +kn
n=0jk

M (j k n ; j ; k) D(j k n ; j ; k) (x ; 0 ) +

m

(9)

and the multi-pole expansion of the velocity eld

u(x)

= ;

X

mj +kn
n=0jk

M (j k n ; j ; k)  D(j k n ; j ; k) r(x ; 0 ) + r  m 

N
X
M (j k n ; j ; k) = p ( p ;

where

p

p=1

D(j k n ; j ; k) = (n ; j(;;1)k)! j ! k! @1j @2k @3n;j;k
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and
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p

X
jk
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(11)
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j +km+1
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0
p
0
1 2 3
(m + 1 ; j ; k)! j ! k!
(14)

As a diagnostics for vortex collapse, we compute the strain-rate and also the energy density,
which can be evaluated fast by using the multi-pole expansion of .
The error of the truncated multi-pole expansion has been estimated for the gravitational problem, among others, by Salmon and Warren 20, 21]. We have checked that their estimate applies to
the multi-pole expansion in the vortex dynamics problem. For the point vortex Green's function
 = 1=(4), the weak bounds 21] of the error are, for the vector stream function
and for the velocity eld
The constants are
and

jm (x)j  C0 ( db )m+1 

(15)

jr  m (x)j  C1 ( db )m+1 :

(16)

C0 = d1 1 ;1b=d

XN jpj 
p

p=1

C1 = d12 (1 ; (1b=d)2 ) (m + 2 ; db ( m + 1) )

(17)

XN jpj 
p

p=1

(18)
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where b = max jp ; 0 j is the size of the cluster and d = jx ; 0 j is the distance to the
cluster. More precise estimates are also available by Salmon and Warren 22] and more recently by
Winckelmans et al. 25] for the vortex dynamics problem.
To reduce the computational complexity in the sums in Eq. 10, we use 6] the hierarchical
method by Barnes and Hut 4] for gravitational elds. To organize a hierarchy of clusters, we rst
compute an oct-tree partition of the three-dimensional box enclosing the vortex elements. Once
the oct-tree has been built, the moments of the internal nodes are computed in one phase up the
tree, starting at the leaves. The next step is to compute induced velocities each particle traverses
the tree in depth- rst manner starting at the root. For any internal node, if the distance D from
the corresponding box to the particle exceeds the quantity R= , where R is the side-length of the
box and is an accuracy parameter, then the eect of the subtree on the particle is approximated
by a particle-to-cluster interaction, where the cluster is represented by point vortex multi-poles
located at the geometric center of the tree node. The tree traversal continues, but the subtree is
bypassed. Once the induced velocities of all the bodies are known, the new positions and vortex
element strengths are computed. The entire process, starting with the construction of the oct-tree,
is repeated for the desired number of time steps. For convenience we refer to the set of nodes which
contribute to the velocity on a particle as the essential nodes for the particle 6]. Each particle
has a distinct set of essential nodes which changes with time. One remark concerning distance
measurements is in order. There are several ways to measure the distance between a particle and
a box. Salmon 20] discusses various alternatives in some detail. For consistency, we measure
distances from bodies to the perimeter of a box in the L1 metric. In our experiments we vary to
test the accuracy of the code compared to solutions computed using the direct method at speci c
points. The tree code has been implemented on a CM5 with SPARC vector units. The simulation
sustains an overall rate of over 37 Mop / sec per node 6].
Our initial condition is a multi- lament vortex ring constructed around the center line
( 1

2



3

) = (a cos  b sin  c sin 2 ) 

(19)

where 0   2 and which we call the \Lissajous-elliptic" ring 10]. The thickness of the multilament ring is C . The circulation distribution ;p , and the initial lament core radius p also need
to be speci ed. Low aspect ratio elliptic rings a > b, c = 0 have periodic behavior that can be used
for dynamic testing. The initial testing of the code has been carried out with two cases. The rst
is a low aspect ratio elliptic ring with a = 1 b = 0:8 and c = 0. The second case tested corresponds
to a collapsing vortex ring with a = 1 b = 0:4 and c = 0:5. The collapse state is shown in Fig. 2.
This ring has Nf = 312 laments with a total number of particles Np = 319 488.

3 Multiple time scales and temporal grid adaptivity
It has been natural in astrophysics to recognize and exploit the hierarchical structures on dierent
time scales that occur in gravitational systems. In 1963, Aarseth 1] introduced the use of variable
and individual time step for each particle (star). Some time later (1973), Ahmad and Cohen 2]
linked this idea to a hierarchy in space. They separated force contributions in a slow varying
force due to distant stars (regular component) and a highly uctuating force induced by immediate
neighbors (irregular component). More recently, temporal extrapolations have been introduced in
the multi-pole expansion by Jernigan and Porter 12], McMillan and Aarseth 18] and Sundaram
24].
The immediate options to exploit dierent time scales are either to extrapolate force at slow
moving particles or extrapolate contribution by distant particles (extrapolation of multi-pole moESAIM: Proceedings, Vol. 1, 1996, pp. 197{211
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ments, i.e. temporal multi-pole expansion). An optimal scheme is obtained for well separated time
scales (like in turbulent ows). We started considering these ideas by exploring the rst approach.
We keep the original time framework of our previous algorithm, which we call now the global
time. The extrapolation of the velocity eld for the slow moving particles is carried out by introducing a local particle time reference system (Fig. 1). In the global time framework, the velocity is
evaluated using the full Biot-Savart integral. The second order predictor-corrector scheme requires
two velocity evaluations. Using these, plus one evaluation from the previous time step (three evaluations in total), we construct a cubic polynomial extrapolation for the position in the local particle
time
( (k + 1)h ) = (0) + (k + 1)h u~(0) + 21 (k + 1)2 h2 u~0 (0) + 61 (k + 1)3 h3 u~00 (0) + dk+1  (20)
where u~0 and u~00 are central dierences obtained using un;1  un and un+1 in the global time frame
(  u represent position and velocity components). This extrapolation for the particle position
is equivalent to a third order Runge-Kutta integration scheme with velocity evaluated using a
quadratic extrapolation.
The local truncation error in the extrapolation
1 ( (k + 1)4 ; 2(k + 1)2 ) h4 u000 (0) + O(h5 ) 
(21)
dk+1 = 24
is the sum of the error of the third order Runge-Kutta scheme and the error of the central dierences
u~0 and u~00 , which corresponds to the error in the velocity extrapolation. It is important to remark,
that even though the central dierences preserved the order of the local truncation error of the
Runge-Kutta scheme, the local truncation error in the extrapolation is proportional to the fourth
power of the number of extrapolated time steps (k + 1). This means, the extrapolation can only
be used at slow moving particles, where a small value of u000 (0) balances the error.
The two-times frame algorithm is as follows: we compute the extrapolated new position k+1 .
If the normed displacement of the particle from the position at the local initial particle time is less
than the accuracy parameter e
jk+1 ; 0 j < e 
(22)

then k+1 is accepted as the new particle position. Otherwise we compute n+1 with full velocity
evaluation, update u~0 and u~00 , and reset the local particle time to zero. The normalization of
the particle displacement with the particle core size  recognizes this parameter as a measure of
resolution. A more appropriate scheme would evaluate the third derivative of the velocity, in order
to use the error estimate (21) to select the particles to be moved using the interpolation. The cost
of this scheme could be higher since more velocity evaluations would be required for the evaluation
of the third derivative of the velocity.
One example of how this scheme may be used to increase accuracy in selected regions with
less expense is presented in Fig. 3. In this case we present the inter- lament distance sd and the
maximum curvature ( )max vs. time, as we decrease the time step from dt = 10e-4 to 5e-4 for
a collapse run with the accuracy parameter e = 0:1. In the case of the inter- lament distance sd ,
convergence is observed for the two smaller time steps and a larger error for the coarse time step.
The error is decreased in the half time step by multiplying the CPU time by a factor of 1.4 instead
of 2 required by the case with no extrapolation.
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4 Filament surgery
Surgery for vortex contours (2D) and laments (3D) has been used in the past. In 2D, it was used
by Berk and Roberts 5] in the "water-bag" model for Vlasov plasmas and also by Overman and
Zabusky 19] in Contour Dynamics 26] for the 2D Euler equations with simple topologies. The
Contour Dynamics/Contour Surgery algorithm by Dritschel 9], based on proximity and curvature,
has been applied successfully in large scale simulations with complex topologies. For 3D ows,
Leonard 14] performed lament surgery based on proximity and orientation (antiparallel con guration). More recently, Chorin 7, 8] introduced a hairpin removal and lament surgery algorithm
based on proximity and orientation in the theoretical framework of the "in nite temperature" state.
(See also Schwarz, Phys. Rev B 31 (1985) 5782).
In previous studies of vortex collapse 10, 11], it is found that the energy density of the collapsing
region in the lament tends to zero as the collapse time is approached. This signature of collapse
occurs despite the observed increase in the self-energy. The reason for this behavior is that the
antiparallel region of the vortex lament produces also a peak-like contribution that cancels the selfenergy growth. Collapsed regions in the lament don't contribute much to the total energy of the
ow (they are low or zero energy density regions), but they produce a very large growth of vortex
elements in algorithms with variable spatial resolution, due to the large vortex stretching present.
The growth of the number of particles can be so large, that the simulation has to be stopped
because of the computational expense. In order to regularize the particle growth it is necessary to
introduce a lament surgery algorithm to eliminate the collapsed portions of the vortex laments.
In our algorithm the energy
nf
E (sj ) d sj
(23)
E = 21 ;j
Cj
j =1

X Z

is computed using the approximation of the energy density
E~(s) = d  (s) 

ds

(24)

where  is de ned in Eq. 6. After computing the energy density in the laments, we identify the
regions below an speci ed energy density threshold d. The next step is to nd pairs of reconnecting
regions by checking orientation of the thresholded regions. This permits the identi cation of \local"
and \nonlocal" collapse regions, which are dealt with dierently for bookkeeping purposes. The last
step is to eliminate low energy density regions by reconnecting and deleting particles (bookkeeping
operations). The variable resolution subroutine implemented in the past provides some rounding
of the edges left by the surgery as it interpolates new grid points with a cubic spline. At present
we restrict reconnection to regions in the same lament. This is only to simplify the bookkeeping.
In the future we will remove this restriction, leaving only the condition that the ow of vorticity
through the vortex laments remains continuous (vorticity must be divergence free). This will be
done by reconnecting laments only if they have the same circulation.
Surgery is a regularization that produces punctuated or intermittent dissipation. This means,
it operates only when a collapse event has occurred, and at the level of the small scales generated
by this event. We are still investigating how the rate of energy dissipation obtained by this algorithm scales with respect to the enstrophy of the ow. Another related aspect we are examining,
corresponds to the energy density threshold to be used, which we believe should be the minimum
energy density at the validity limit (determined by the local core size) of the simulation.
Our numerical results are as follows. In Fig. 4 we present the eect obtained by using dierent
energy density thresholds d for a single- lament collapsing vortex ring at t = 0:23, with the constant
ESAIM: Proceedings, Vol. 1, 1996, pp. 197{211
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core model 10]. Whereas for d = 0 there is practically no small scales removal, these are removed
more e!ciently as the energy density threshold is increased. It can be noticed that the only region
aected by the surgery corresponds to the collapse region. In Fig. 5(a), we observe how the growth
of the number of particles Np is reduced as the energy density threshold is increased. The largest
particle growth corresponds to the no surgery case. In Fig. 5(b) we see that the inter- lament
distance Sd increases as vortex reconnection takes place. This occurs earlier in time for higher
energy density threshold d.
In Figs. 6(a) and (b) we have the non-zero component of the linear impulse and the energy
for the simulation with energy density threshold d = 0:03. In parts (c) and (d) of the same gure
we observe the inter- lament distance and the maximum normalized curvature ( )max vs. time
respectively. The continuous line corresponds to the combination of the surgery, with four point
smoothing of regions with high normalized curvature   > 2. Even though the appearance of the
curves is smoother for this case, the cost in terms if the energy loss is higher. In part (d) of the
gure we observe that as the reconnection takes place, the surgery algorithm leaves high curvature
regions in the laments. These regions are eliminated by the surgery only as they evolve into
hairpins (with the pairing characteristic of antiparallel regions). In the other hand, the curvature
smoothing eliminates the high curvature regions more eectively. We are examining currently the
meaning of these results in terms of energy dissipation and expect to have quantitative results in
the near future.
We started applying the lament surgery to multi- lament simulations with the constant core
model. The no surgery case is presented in Fig. 7 for a ring with 24 laments. The same case
at the energy density threshold d = 0:02, with no curvature smoothing, is presented in Fig. 8. A
more detailed view of the reconnection process at t = 0:2 and t = 0:22 is presented in Fig. 9. The
diagnostics box surrounds the region with the maximum normalized vortex stretching magnitude.
The last time shown corresponds to the end of the reconnection. The isosurfaces correspond to
the vorticity magnitude. In Fig. 10 we have the non-zero component of the linear impulse and
the energy vs. time for the multi- lament simulation. In Fig. 11(a) we observe how the surgery
algorithm eectively regularizes the very steep growth of the number of particles observed in the no
surgery case. In part (b) of the same gure we observe the evolution of the maximum curvature of
the laments for these simulations, which were performed without the curvature smoothing process.

5 Conclusions
In this work we rst reduce the computational complexity of our simulations via a high performance
parallel implementation of the Barnes-Hut method. Then we introduce a temporal extrapolation
scheme that permits higher resolution in selected regions at lower computational expense. Finally,
we introduce a lament surgery algorithm based on the energy density. This is an eective regularization that produces punctuated dissipation, as it eliminates small scales whenever they are
generated during collapse events.
This work is part of the Hypercomputing and Design (HPCD) project, supported by ARPA,
contract DABT-63-93-C-0064. Parallel simulations were performed on the CM5 at NCSA. Future
implementations will be carried out on the SP2 at CTC.
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Figure 1: Global and local particle time frames.

Figure 2: High resolution (Np = 319 488 particles) simulation of vortex collapse.
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Figure 3: (a) Inter- lament distance Sd vs. time, (b) maximum curvature ( )max vs. time and (c)
top view of vortex ring for dierent time steps. Use of time extrapolation with e = 0:1 produces
savings in cpu time as the time step is decreased.
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Figure 4: Surgery of single- lament ring at dierent energy density thresholds d.
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Figure 5: (a) Evolution of the growth of the number of particles Np vs. time for the single- lament
ring with surgery for dierent energy density thresholds d. (b) Inter- lament distance Sd vs. time
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Figure 6: (a) Non-zero component of linear impulse P and (b) energy E are normalized with
the initial values P0 and E0 respectively. (c) Inter- lament distance Sd vs. time. (d) maximum
normalized curvature ( )max vs. time. The continuous line combines surgery with smoothing of
high curvature regions.
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Figure 7: Evolution of multi- lament ring with no surgery.
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Figure 8: Multi- lament ring with surgery at the energy density threshold d = 0:02 (no curvature
smoothing).
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Figure 9: Diagnostics box in region with maximum normalized vortex stretching magnitude at two
dierent times in the reconnection process.
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Figure 10: (a) Linear impulse (non-zero component) and (b) energy for the vortex reconnection
multi- lament simulation.
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Figure 11: (a) Growth of the number of particles Np vs. time for the multi- lament ring with and
without surgery. (b) Maximum normalized curvature ( )max vs. time.
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